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Is the CPAP estimate of the apnea–hypopnea
index on therapy clinically useful?
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Sleep apnea is extremely common in middle-aged adults [1].
The traditional model of evaluating sleep apnea has been to
perform a diagnostic in-lab study to diagnose sleep apnea
and then an in-lab CPAP titration study to determine the
optimal CPAP pressure to treat sleep apnea. This approach is
costly and labor intensive. There is considerable interest in
adopting alternative treatment algorithms that would reduce
the need for in-lab sleep studies. In most countries, the
demand for sleep studies exceeds capacity. Auto-CPAP
devices have been developed that adjust the pressure deliv-
ered to meet the patient’s requirements during sleep. If these
devices were completely effective, there would be no need
for an in-lab titration as the patient could either continue on
auto-CPAP or the fixed pressure could be determined from
review of the pressures delivered during auto-CPAP. CPAP
devices now provide reports where they estimate the apnea–
hypopnea index (AHI) on therapy. There is a relative pau-
city of data addressing the accuracy of these AHI estimates.

In this issue of Sleep and Breathing, Cilli and colleagues
compare the AHI estimated by the CPAP machine with that
obtained during formal polysomnography while the patient
is on auto-CPAP. They found that auto-CPAP was successful
in treating sleep apnea in the vast majority of patients. Only 2
out of 137 (1.5%) had an AHI greater than 10/h on therapy.
Furthermore, the CPAPAHI was similar to the AHI measured
in lab with limits of agreement of +4.9 to −4.8/h. Thus, it
would appear at first glance that auto-CPAP is quite effective
at alleviating sleep apnea and that the CPAP estimate of AHI

was quite accurate. Let us examine these two conclusions in
greater detail.

Two recent studies have also examined the efficacy of
auto-CPAP at alleviating sleep apnea; in the first, a residual
AHI on auto-CPAP greater than 5/h was seen in 26% of
patients and greater than 10/h in 17% of patients [2]. In
another smaller study using a different CPAP device, 24% of
patients had a residual AHI greater than 10/h on auto-CPAP
[3]. Thus, auto-CPAP is not always successful at alleviating
sleep-disordered breathing. Perhaps surprisingly, a similar
proportion of patients (17%) had residual sleep apnea (defined
as an AHI greater than 10/h) after in-lab CPAP titration which
is felt to be the gold standard [4]. These patients generally did
not have any symptoms suggesting persistence of sleep apnea.
Thus, suboptimal control of sleep apnea is not uncommon
after treatment with auto-CPAP and even after in-lab titration.
If an increased AHI on therapy in the absence of symptoms is
unhealthy for the patient by for example increasing cardiovas-
cular risk, then detection would be highly useful. The CPAP
estimate of AHI on therapy could provide a method for
detection of this situation.

How accurate is this CPAP estimate at detecting a resid-
ually increased AHI on therapy? Unfortunately, the present
study cannot really address this important issue since only
two patients had an AHI above 10/h on therapy. Similar to a
prior study [2] using a similar CPAP machine, the CPAP
estimate of AHI tended to overestimate the AHI at lower
AHIs and underestimate the AHI at higher AHIs. In this
prior study using an arbitrary cutoff of 10/h, 13 out of the 17
patients who had an in-lab AHI greater than 10/h also had a
CPAP AHI estimate over 10/h. Taking into account the
underestimation of AHI at higher values by the CPAP ma-
chine, a CPAP AHI of less than 8/h was rarely associated
with an in-lab AHI of greater than 10/h. In other studies
using a different CPAP device, the device also tended to
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overestimate the AHI at lower values and underestimate it at
higher values [3] or consistently overestimated the AHI [5].
Detection of a residually increased AHI on therapy was
worse with only three out of eight patients detected [3].

Another potential problem with the CPAP estimate of
AHI is that it could falsely suggest an increased AHI on
therapy leading to unnecessary further investigation. Perusal
of Fig. 1 in this study suggests that this was relatively
uncommon. A prior study using a similar device found an
increased CPAP AHI that was not substantiated in lab in 3
out of 82 patients (3.7%) [2]. Another study using a different
CPAP device found a falsely elevated CPAPAHI in 5 out of
26 patients (19.2%) [3].

Each CPAP machine has its own internal algorithms and
the results with one CPAP device cannot be extrapolated to
another as shown above. Another potential concern is that
CPAP manufacturers can tweak their internal algorithms in
an effort to make them better but this may make prior
evaluations using an older software iteration unreliable.

In summary, it is not uncommon for the AHI to be
residually elevated on auto-CPAP or even fixed pressure
CPAP. Obviously, if the patient has persistent symptoms that
are unexplained by suboptimal compliance or alternative sleep
disorders, further investigation is indicated regardless of the

CPAP estimate of AHI. In the absence of symptoms, the
CPAP estimate of AHI provides an important clue that CPAP
therapy may not be truly optimal but the clinician must be
aware of its limitations.
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